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Average rating of 5 stars
3+ years of tutoring experience
Internationally employed
Award-winning

“I was lucky to have excellent teachers when I was at school and university, and I'm passionate about using my
abilities to pass on what I most love about my favourite subjects. One thing all my years studying and teaching
has taught me is that the most important thing for any given student's lesson is that their teacher understands
how this individual student learns. This is particularly the case with private tuition, where the individual needs of
each student are paramount. No student is the same; no lesson should be the same. It is my goal to work with
parents and students to craft specifically tailored tuition depending on each individual.” – Tom

Educational Background:
Subjects Taught:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English Literature
English Language
English as a Foreign
Language
German
History (to GCSE)
French (to GCSE)
Creative Writing
General Studies

Top Tip:
“Learn how you
learn: do you find it
easiest to repeat
information out
loud, to write things
down, to illustrate
it, to craft tables or
lists?”

(Masters) Anglo-Saxon, Norse and Celtic, St Catharine’s College, University
of Cambridge
(Undergrad) First Class Honours: German, the Queen’s College, University
of Oxford
A Levels: 4 A*s in English Literature, History, French, and German
12 GCSES: 11 A*s and 1A

Awards/Scholarships:
Claude Beddington Prize for Best Mark in Year, 2014; Honourable Mention,
English Goethe Society’s Goethe Essay Prize, 2016; Winner, Viking Society
of Northern Research’s Turville-Petre Prize, 2017.

Teaching Experience:
I have tutored students of differing ages, skillsets, and backgrounds in a
variety of subjects, as far afield as Hungary, Germany, Dubai and Vietnam.
I have received consistently excellent feedback and testimonials, including
a high success rate in getting students the grades they needed to pass
exams or the grades they needed to get into university.

Extra Information:
I have collaborated closely with German novelist and poet Ulrike Draesner
on various works, including proof-reading, editing and translating essays,
articles, poems, and chapters of forthcoming novels, making me uniquely
qualified both for tutoring creative writing and translation classes. I have
won several awards for my creative writing and can provide further details.
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Marking:
All Canis Major tutors offer marking at a rate of
£15 per 1000 words with a turnaround of three days
£25 per 1000 words with a turnaround of 24 hours
For equation-heavy proofreading, such as past maths papers, please discuss rates with your tutor on
a case-by-case basis.

Review:
*****
“Tom has been really helpful with tutoring me not only for my a level French but also general studies. He caters
the sessions well to my needs and constantly checks in to see if there’s anything that we need to focus more or
less on.” – French/General Studies: A Level
*****
“Excellent tutor, with firm understanding of course requirements and what students need to maximise their
marks. Tom provided a series of well-structured and clear revision sessions, with helpful resources, many of
which were adapted specifically for my daughter. Friendly and very encouraging, he has really boosted her
confidence and made her feel ready for the exams. Would highly recommend.” – German: A Level
*****
““Tom is friendly and enthusiastic. He has a clear knowledge and passion for his subjects, and I have been
really impressed at how he has adapted to guide me through new A Level syllabus. Would recommend!”
– English Literature: A Level
“Tom is a very friendly tutor who is happy to work around an unpredictable schedule. I had great fun
developing my speaking skills through informal conversations via Skype, and Tom was also happy to mark &
discuss written work.” – German, Goethe Institute Application.
*****
“I reached out to Tom online for A level English Lit support for my daughter. Tom was instantly engaged and
understood the learning goals, he plays a key role as my daughter is a GAP year student. I cannot thank you
tom for his excellent teaching 'touch', more importantly his understanding of the real support required for
success.” – English Literature: A Level

